May 5, 1990
JEY is here. JEY comes mindful that each of you are experiencing an exhilaration, a feeling of great
love, and the knowledge that you are of the Creator. Be aware that JEY comes as gatekeeper for the
OMEGA and would allow you to continue in meditation in order that you may receive a blessing from
this meeting of OMEGA. Be at peace with who you are, be at peace with your purpose in life, and know
that all you are can be given to the Creator in the work, the purpose, the direction of your life at this time.
Know that as you are preparing for that which is to come in the future, you are growing in spirit and in
love and in care of others. You are experiencing the blessings of those who come to you as teachers for
the OMEGA. Be at peace. Know you are loved .
And JEY would at this time come to address you. JEY is aware of the misunderstandings that take
place in life as you are spirit in body. Be aware that each one has at some time had the opportunity to help
another when perhaps you were unable to because of some circumstance. JEY would ask each of you to
consider others, as you consider yourself, knowing that others are those who come as spirits in body even
as you do and must experience those things in this life even as you must. Be aware that it is necessary for
each of you to allow your light to shine that others may see the Christ in you. Understand that as you then
so observe others who come into your presence, let it be known that the light of the Creator will indeed
shine forth from you. We who are in the spirit realm at this time can look within your own spirit and
know that indeed that spirit has the ability now to grow and gather unto itself the glory of the Creator to
the extent that your life now as spirit in body has further progressed to that point where others are able to
see the glory of God within your own life. Allow it to continue to be so. Even as you are aware of the love
of the Creator, so it is that you can allow others to know of this great love.
JEY would come also to give a message to that which is known as the OMEGA, to all who are
OMEGAN. JEY would ask those who are there as OMEGA to receive this. It is known to this one who is
gatekeeper for the OMEGA that within this entire OMEGA there are many, many different personalities;
many, many who are spirit in body that differ greatly from all others within the OMEGA. As a result,
each one who is OMEGA sometimes attempt to give direction to another when in fact it is not their
prerogative so to do. In other words, what JEY is saying is that each one must be allowed to make
decisions for that life. Another must not decide for one who is also OMEGA. Decisions must be made
individually. And so it is that within the group that is in question at this moment, JEY would say this.
Simply allow your hearts to be filled with love for each other, with the knowledge that you each are given
special gifts and those gifts are to be used according to that which is necessary. Each gift is given by the
Creator and must in turn be used for the glory of the Creator. There is no other purpose. And so JEY
would come asking that each of you give now a new sense of direction to your own lives as spirits in
body. Be aware that as you now are attempting to study, to learn, to help each other, that you be very
aware of the need for each one to make decisions about directions in which they are to go. Beyond that,
you are to know that your lives are to be guided and you are to be given the protection and guidance and
love of the Creator; and each one will then find within their own hearts and mind that it is the love for
others that is important, not that one must expect more of another than they would expect of themselves.
It is known at this time that there is a necessity to allow that one to come who has come in the past. ..
that one who is now responsible for this phase of the spiritual growth; and JEY would so allow this at this
time. Be aware it is necessary for each of you to remain in meditation and allow your hearts and minds to
be open to receive truth. Be at peace and know you are loved at this moment.
AMEN! This one comes now as Michael the Archangel and would give thanks and praise to the
Creator for this opportunity to again come to you who are OMEGA. It is known that at this time there is
in the midst those who have not been with you for some time, and Michael would come to address those
at this moment. You are to know that your progress toward that which is spiritual growth has been closely
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watched by those in the spirit realm, and it is with great thanks that this one comes to know that you have
taken the challenge that was given to you and have now progressed to the point where you are able to help
others who are in your presence. In this which is your life on Earth there is a great future ahead as you
now progress along a plan to provide others with spiritual information, with spiritual guidance; and it
shall be so that you will be carefully guided. Be at peace with what you are at this moment. You are in the
will of God, and Michael would ask at this time that you, along with others of the OMEGA, be willing to
receive a special blessing. Michael would ask that each of you extend your hands at this time for this
blessing which is coming from the Creator.
This one who comes as Michael comes in the will of God and comes with the knowledge that it is
possible for each of you, at this very moment, to know that within your own hearts and minds you are
indeed receiving a blessing from the Creator. Allow it to flow through you, to become a part of you, to so
nourish you in spirit that you will know from this time forth that you have been fully blessed by this one.
Michael would ask, too, that you receive the information that is being given at this time.
It has been the responsibility of this one who has come as Michael the Archangel to give information
and bring spiritual blessings so that you will be strengthened beyond that which you were at the time
when this one came to your presence. And so it is known that each one who has been here has received a
blessing from this one. You must understand now that as those then go forth into the area and so touch the
lives of others, then they too are receiving the blessing. In other words, what Michael has given to you has
now the ability to be sent forth to others. And so it is that as those who are now coming anew to each of
you who are members of the OMEGA, you will know that it is possible for each of those to receive the
blessing that Michael has given to you. Be aware that this does not come from the one who is Michael,
but comes through the one who is Michael as the will of the Creator. Be further aware that the Creator of
all, the Creator of the Universe, has the ability to so sustain you with this spiritual energy, this great
outpouring of energy, that there is to be no doubt in your mind but that you are indeed blessed, and you
are to go forward with the understanding that you need have no fear, no concerns, no worries. Your life is
to be blessed. But allow Michael to tell you that only insofar as you continue to search and to help others
and to put forth the effort that is needed will you continue to receive these blessings. In other words, the
one who is known to you as the Creator has given you life, has so empowered that spirit within you
because indeed it is of the Creator, has empowered it to do wonderful things while spirit in body on this
Earth. But, as with other things, these things do exact something from you, and that is your willingness to
go forward, your will to go forward, and to attempt to help others even as you are being helped at this
time. And so it is that you have accepted a responsibility. You cannot simply sit back, as spirit in body at
this time, and say, “I need not worry; Michael can give me everything I need…energy, information,
everything I need.” Michael is sad to report to you that is not the way it works. Even as those who are
spirits in the spirit realm have been given responsibilities, assignments that must be completed, so you
have been given a responsibility, an assignment that must be completed. In order to strengthen yourself
daily, seek for that strengthening. Through prayer and meditation and caring and loving of others, seek to
strengthen that which has been given to you. Do not fail in this respect. It must be done, but with the
understanding that as YOU, then, attempt to help others and attempt to seek for the Creator, the
knowledge that can be given by the Creator...as you attempt to seek for these things, you are being
strengthened many times over. In other words, what is required of you is very little; what you are being
given in return is very large. Simply continue in the searching and that which is the spiritual path will
unfold before you. It shall be true.
Michael would come, seeking this to be given to you...that each of you leave this place at this time
with the knowledge that you have been blessed, with the knowledge that the day to come will bring new
joy to your life, with the knowledge that all that is needed in this lifetime is within your grasp and that
you will be blessed beyond all expectations. It will be given to you. And if in the days to come you find it
within your hearts to know that you need additional strength, additional help, simply call upon this one to
come to you. It shall be done. Michael comes as that which is special help for you. Michael comes to
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fulfill this responsibility. Be at peace with your life and know that beyond this day there are many days
that are to be filled with love and with loving, and many days in which you will have the opportunity to
help others. Keep those within your grasp.
And now it is the responsibility of this one to allow another to come to you. You have been receiving
information from one who has come as spirit in life form. This has been the privilege of Michael to allow
this one to be in your presence; and so at this time continue in meditation, but open your hearts and minds
to allow this one to come, to confer with you, to give you information. It is important that you do so. And
be aware that you are in the presence of this one, you are to receive information of value to you. Michael
goes at this moment now, but leaves in an attitude of prayer for each of you. Be at peace.
SECHA is now here. SECHA has entered the body of the channel and SECHA comes with a purpose,
as has been the rule in the past. SECHA comes to identify as a spirit in life form with the purpose of being
here to help you with the physical aspect of the chaos. SECHA would not come to mislead you, but
comes in the will of God and would ask you to understand that SECHA, too, worships that God. SECHA,
too, is here only because it is the will of that God. The one who is the Creator of the Universe in which
you live, this which is only one of many Universes, the Creator, the All-Powerful One, the Source, the
Energy, All that Is, Mighty, Almighty, yet looks upon each of you as being very important. Important, to
the point where within this time which poses a threat to others throughout the Earth Planet, as spirits in
body, this one who is SECHA has been sent to enable you to come through that time of great tribulation
only because this one who is Universe, who is ALL, sees the importance of each of you. And so SECHA
comes with this information for you.
Much has been given to you with regard to those things you can be preparing to do to overcome that
which is in the future. It is your responsibility to so achieve those things…SECHA cannot achieve them
for you but can only tell. And SECHA would ask that you attempt, in the days to come, to review all that
has been given and understand that it is a responsibility that you have at this moment to fulfill all of those
things that have been told to you. And so SECHA would come at this time to give more information.
It has been known by those who have inhabited other Universes and are indeed of an advanced nature,
that the Earth Planet is indeed a special planet within the scheme of all the Universes. It is a planet of
great beauty, a planet on which mankind can live in complete love. Everything that is needed for mankind
to exist in love is located on this planet. When the Creator so created this Earth Planet it was with great
love, and all things were supplied that were going to be necessary for mankind to exist. Mankind, in the
use of self will, has lost sight of love; has lost sight of the necessity to follow after the will of the Creator.
And so the Earth Planet has been greatly mistreated. But understand, those things can be righted. What is
to come at this time is simply that which is an occurrence within the center of the Earth. Mankind does
not have the ability to forestall that. It will arrive. But mankind, through prayer and through actions at this
time can cause a movement around the Earth that would cause this which is to be a chaos to be less
destructive. In other words, what this one who comes as SECHA is saying is that the energy of your
thoughts, your prayers…if all mankind would again resume that which is belief in such, the energy that is
put forth through these prayers would have an effect on that which is to be the chaos. You can begin this
chain reaction, even as you who are the small group of OMEGA here at this moment expand your
thinking, expand your vision; and as others of the larger OMEGA receive this information and expand
their thinking and their vision and see this which is the Earth Planet in its positive, healthful appearance, it
shall be that the chaos can be lessened in intensity. But SECHA would tell you that the time is nearing for
those changes to take place. Indeed this must begin at this moment. Each prayer, each thought that is sent
out intensifies even as it exists at the moment, even as you send it forth from your own heart and mind.
Daily send forth these prayers. Ask others to join you in these prayers for the saving of this the Earth
Planet; and at the same time prepare to do that which you can do to help others. Regardless of the
intensity of the chaos, there will be others who will need help. Continue to allow your physical mind to
become prepared.
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You have been told by those who have come as spirit teachers that eventually your spirit within would
merge with your physical mind. This is now beginning to take place, as it is known to SECHA, and in
order for that to completely happen, you have to be willing to allow it to happen. You have to be willing
to allow that which is of a physical nature on this Earth to become a spiritual concern for you as well.
It can be done.
SECHA comes now to remind you that this one continues in your presence daily and has the
opportunity to know the physical alertness of each of you, the physical makeup of your mental self, and
will indeed have complete knowledge of that which is YOU. SECHA will come to each of you
individually in the days to come to attempt to help you to understand yourself more fully. You must,
however, begin now to fulfill those requests that SECHA has made of you. Simply review that which has
been given, and SECHA will come in the meeting to come to communicate more fully in this respect.
Know that SECHA does indeed carry a great responsibility and SECHA asks for your prayers daily that
this one may be strengthened, even as you need the strengthening of spirit and body. SECHA has the
ability to feel love for you and in turn receive the love flowing from you to this one, and gives thanks for
that. This indeed does strengthen this one. Be at peace and SECHA would bid you at this time farewell.
Go in love.
Michael returns and asks you to be alert to that which SECHA has given. 1t is important to you as
spirit in body. Michael will come to further strengthen you in days to come. Be at peace.
JEY is here and JEY can only ask that you accept this prayer on your behalf: Creator of us all, this
one who comes as JEY, gatekeeper for the OMEGA, comes with those who are here at this time to seek in
prayer for a knowledge within us each of the vast importance of our continuing to seek your will, whether
in the spirit realm or as spirit in body on Earth. 1t is our knowledge that we are bound to you inasmuch as
each of us are indeed of Thee; and since we are bound to you, it is our joy to fulfill your need at this time
to fulfill our responsibility at this time. And so we come with our hearts open to Thee, Almighty One,
knowing that you know every need, that you know everything within our being. And so we seek, not to
attempt to hide anything from Thee, knowing it is impossible, but rather to know that inasmuch as we are
your Creations that you understand us, even our weaknesses, and that you can strengthen us to overcome
those weaknesses. And so we come in prayer, asking for this understanding and strengthening, and we
give You thanks.
And so JEY comes now to give each of you this which is love and to allow you to know that this one
continues as gatekeeper for the OMEGA. Be at peace with the knowledge that you have, and go in love,
go to spread that love to others. Be at peace. Amen.

NOTE from Louise
Will each of you, individually or in group meetings, review all that has been given by SECHA, discuss
it, and begin to make an effort to do as has been asked. I am only an instrument to pass on this
information. Each of us, as OMEGA, has accepted responsibility. We must be about accepting God’s will
for our lives. Seek in prayer and meditation for direction and discernment of Truth.

